for all your mining and construction
hydraulic attachment needs

renex.com.au

Increase Productivity
of your machinery
Using the right attachment for the task is not only safer; it reduces
downtime, lowers operating and lifetime ownership costs and,
most importantly helps you reduce the cost per tonne of material
moved.
With over 30 years of experience in hydraulic attachments we
have selected only industry leading manufacturers allowing you to
choose from a complete range of purpose-built tools for your next
project.
Our experienced technicians rebuild, service and repair hydraulic
attachments in all makes and models and are happy to provide
you with professional technical advice when needed.
Renex are a CCF Systems Certfied Contractor specialising in
hydraulic attachments, fleet management, GPS tracking and fire
suppression systems.

OUR MISSION

“to market and provide
solutions to enhance industry
productivity”

Contact us today and let us help you increase
productivity of your machinery and safety of your operation.

Rammer Rockbreakers hit consistently harder
Constant and high breaking power is ensured with Rammer’s sealed high
pressure membrane accumulator system and patented Fixed Blow Energy
operating principle ensures maximum impact energy regardless of the
operating oil flow. This means that every impact – from first to last – is at
maximum power, regardless of oil flow or frequency, reducing breaking time
and maximising productivity.

Demolition Attachments with simplified maintenance
Features such as central pin adjustment to prevent jaw deviation, jaw design
that allows crushed material to fall away from the cutting or crushing area,
cutting blades that have four usable and reversible sides and tips that can be
replaced without welding help you minimise maintenance and maintain high
productivity levels during the whole task

Increased safety and productivity with Rammer Booms
With 40 years of experience Rammer is a leading supplier of hydraulic boom
systems for the mining industry and quarries world-wide. Due to high volume
production Rammer Booms are extremely economical compared to other
boom systems on the market, and standard spare parts and tools are readily
available globally.
Rammer has the right boom for every need. You can choose from 40 models,
ranging from 1 tonne up to 18 tonne heavy duty models, with reaches from
1 metre up to 17 metres and our team of experienced professionals help you
choose the right controls and powerpack to match the applications and rock
breaker requirements.

National Plastics & Rubber
Safety Products
National Plastics & Rubber product
range will help you increase safety
onsite and in workshop.
All products are lightweight and
Australian made:

PneuVibe - efficient compaction and simple to operate

• wheel chocks & brackets
• slip resistant step nosing

From working in narrow trenches to large backfill operations,PneuVibe Compactor plates
provide the most efficient means for vertical and inclined compaction.

• workshop floor protection mats

PneuVibe compactor plate can be simply connected to your machine’s existing hydraulics and
with optional clamping devices you can also effectively combine sheet and perform pile driving.

• Dozer maintenance mats

• Mudflaps

Australian manufactured Jaws Buckets
can be customised for your site
specific application, maximising
productivity and giving you a lower
cost per tonne.
A wide range of Jaws ground engaging
tools are available for all makes and
models of machine in any application
up to 61m3 in capacity.

GTS - the ultimate cutting machine
The Diamond Saw range is designed and manufactured
in Australia offering more benefits and features than any
other hydraulic saw:
• Lightweight, strong and robust design makes it easy
to use
• Bi-directional blade rotation allows for cutting in both
directions

Size 1.5LW
Lightweight wheel
chock in dual bracket
assembly

• 180 degree rotating head bracket provides rotation
without the need to disconnect, saving you time and
money
• Instant brake system for added safety
• Offset extension to suit, ideal for boundary cutting

Size 4-3LW Lightweight wheel chock
for workshops

• No case drain line required, saving costs
• Built in water spray system keeps diamonds cool
whilst minimising dust pollution
• Rotating shield helps to control water spray
• Heavy duty stand for storing and transport
Suit 1.5 to 40 tonne excavators, with cutting depths from
410mm to 950mm.

NPR2122 - Dozer
maintenance mat

Increase Safety of
your operation
Webb Air Prolec Machine
Safety Control Systems
Rated Capacity Indicators and
Controllers improve safety and
efficiency of heavy plant when involved in lifting operations.
PME pro-safe range offers controls, monitors and alarms
that no other system can match. Incorporating height,
slew, minimum radius, lifting and dig depth controls and
cab protection to improve safety and allowing excavator to
achieve the maximum Safe Working Load for lifting over
the entire working envelope of the machine, making it not
only safer but significantly more productive.
Suitable for excavators, telehandlers, mobile cranes, truck
mounted cranes and specialist equipment.

QMW Industries ROPS
& FOPS
QMW specialise in certified
safety products and services
that not only save lives, but also improve operational
efficiencies in the mining, oil and gas, construction,
earthmoving, forestry, bulk handling, government and
transport industries.
QMW differentiate themselves by designing and
destructively testing all of their fully certified safety
solutions, from truck, mining, construction, earthmoving
and forestry equipment Roll Over Protective Structures
(ROPS), Falling Object Protective Structures (FOPS) and
Operator Protective Guards (OPG), to fully modular 4WD
Personnel Carriers with integrated ROPS and Australian
Design Rules (ADR) protection.

ETI Fire Supression
A fire suppression system that
can do it all - with one valve that
can handle Rise Of Pressure ROP
and / or Loss Of Pressure LOP at
the same time you will have the advantages of fast fire
detecion using LOP and the robustness and reliability of
ROP manual actuation.
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